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Array of objects javascript

Variable obj = new callalablabjecit (); obj (args); A callalabi object is a data structure that is run both as an object and a function. You can access the features obj. Bar, obj call methods. Foo (), but also directobj call to the object (), as if it were a function. Direct call is like calling a way of obj in which it has access to object features through its context. If you have experience with The
Azgar you will recognize it, __call__ built-in procedure using the class procedure. __Call__ any method assigned to the obj.__call__ can be achieved as a (or obj) or (obj). Callalabi objects can also be thought of as sattyfall functions. Functions are the only example of inherited, uncountryable procedures. The callilabi is made of items, the system of sattifal. Almost everything in the
Java script is an objection, including functions, so of course we can do that, but how? It is not built in language like the adhesive, but there are many ways to work. From The Ajgar to Challangitakong Prerita, we want to create a class/konsterocta and what we can use to create callalabi items that redirect their calls by the name _call. We want this redirect so we can inherit from our
class and easily enhance the _call with new functionality, without having to worry about the inner workings of the Callalabi objection. To do this, we will need to inherit from this function, the konsteroctaand, which is inherited from objection, and allows us to create a thing and a dynamic event. Our main obstacle is a function objection giving itself a referral. _Call to get a reference to
the procedure, part of the function created by our Callalabi class/konsteroctaand, you must have a reference to one. Souletavansua would like to create an expandable Callalabi class that maintains a proper and accurate legacy in java script, and allows us to call items that are structured as functions, with a reference to _call call an over-active method of redirecting. Use of tie
Tight ' class callalabi extends function {konsteroctaand() {super ('... args', 'return it.' _. _ Call... args) ')/or spread/without the rest of the operator/super (' return edited. _. _}.. _: Return it. _ Bound = this. Tie (it) his return... args) {console .log (it, args)}} try it out. itBecause we are inherited from the function, we can configure dynamic functions from the wire, using super in our
konsteroctaand. So the streaming we will be super moving body of our event. We want to be able to access this task your objection and call _call procedure, passing on its arguments. We do it using bound. The bound method will allow us to establish the context of an event for anything we want, by wrapped up this function in a transparent lying ceremony. So we bind her to her
ceremony with her. Tie (it). Now our Sheyi has a reference, except for what we return from our konsterocts and back through it. Tie, is a wrapped version of our original objection. So all our features will be attached to it, new, wrapped function object, and is a reference to the approved old objection to our event bound. The simple solution _bound to attach the reference to the new
wrapped objection on the old objection. And our body of the event, approved by super in the spring, _call this._bound using the reference to the call. ProsDoesn't depend on the latest features or. There is no need to modify prototypes. In a bound function, the function object envelope is konsrikvaras. Callee use strict 'Class Callalabi Extension Function {Konsteroctaand() {Super ('
Return arguments.callee._call. Apply (Arguments. callee, Arguments) ')//We cannot use the rest of the operator because of strict mode rules.//But we can use the spread operator instead://super (' return arguments.callee._call (... Please)'_call (... args) {console .log (it, args)}} use super call to make it a dynamic event, but at this time we take advantage of another complex variable
within a function to make our function our reference, objection arguments. There is a property in the direct object. Callee is a reference to the event that is called. We use this reference as the first argument that concerns this context itself. So function inside the body, to be wire super, we just need _call on the arguments. callee. ProsVery simple. There is no need to modify
prototypes. The Konsargomantas and arguments. Callee are available in 'Hard Mode', see Atdaan for more. The modern code should avoid arguments for the spread/rest operator. Use of shutdown &amp; prototype Strict ' class callalabi expands function {konsteroctaand () {variable closure = function (... args) {closure._call (... args)}/or spread/remaining operator without/change
closure = function () {//return closure._call. Apply (closure, please)/} Return objection. Setprottypyev (Closure, New. Target. Prototype)} _call ( ... args) {console .log (this, args)}} try to close it. Instead of creating a dynamic event with itHere, we reject the function objection created by Konsteroct and (this objection), and replace it with closure, by returning it from Konsteroctaand
instead. Closure is also a function object, and can refer itself to your body through the closing closure variable. We _call use the closure reference to redirect calls to the system. But we broke the prototype chain by changing it with closure, so we re-converted the prototype of the konsteroctaand using the objection. Setapertipiov and new. Target (which is the reference to The
Konsteroctand) to get the prototype. You can use it. Konsteroctaand. Prototype instead of new. Target. Prototype, but You must first make a super call to create the object, which is a snore. ProsRequires does not need any re-uping of the objection back with proxy or bound. Modify the Konsrikvaras prototypes. Modify prototypes is slow and there are other side effects, see Atdin.
Proxy usage strict 'Class Callalabi Extends Function {Konsterocta and () {Super () Return new proxy (Apply: (Target, Thasarg, args) = &gt; target._call (... args)})} _call (... Args) {console .log (this, args)}} to try it. Using itUsing we can prevent calls to a function, network used, and redirect to another event. Apply the network refers to our callilabi as a target argument. So we create a
class that inherits from function, callalabi, re-using a fax-generated callable items, making any calls to these items, and redirecting them to the _call procedure on objects using target reference. Prosimple, local way to stop calls and redirect them. There is no need to modify prototypes. Konsrikvaras-ruping items produced by Kalilabli in a process. Punish a small performance for
using a galaxy handler. What we do is Liarinedjavaskrate is a flexible language, and you can bend it into many interesting forms, like callalabi objects. Cases for callalabi items can be used well, but normally I would not recommend using them, it is not a Java script, and someone using your code may not be unclear or able to anyone. It was mostly just an interesting exercise.
References: #40878674Join Add Afternoon Create your free account to unlock your custom reading experience. By calling the brain of all unnecessary tasks, a good concern frees it to focus on more advanced issues, and increases the impact... The mental strength-Alfred North Waatihead programs are for people in the demand languages-not computers. The computer does not
need any programming language other than machine code. Good programming languages help ease problems due to people. This is important because writing code is not about solving problems. It is also basically about your idea, conversation, and understanding. Web Today, we have one, dominant language: JavaScript. JavaScript was created because Mark Andressan, the
idea that HTML needed a 'glot language' which was easy to use by web designers and part-time programmers such as images and plug-ins to collect components. 1 As developers at the front end, we should not accept it. We should not allow us to limit one language to one language — not a language in particular, famously cobled ~ only some good with each other in 10 days
That.' While Samilano Raassamir (for whom I have a lot of respect) is sure it is a good thing for JavaScript to be a mess-I could not disagree We need languages that help us solve problems — not languages that create more problems for our solutions. Language and ideas available in a programming language to express your programming ideas Can definitely determine how you
express your views and also express your views.-An old joke by The Steo McConnilthery that goes something like this. In the sky: The kitchens are French, the lovers are Italian and the bankers Swiss.In hell: the kitchens are English, the lovebirds are Swiss and the bankers are Italian. With the lines of this joke, if we want to write well about cooking, then we should write in French.
When we may be able to write about cooking in English, we will be reducing the words and the attitude in French that are necessary to cook. And, in fact, if you know about cooking, you know it's true! There are many conditions that are mainly French for cooking. Even if you are writing an English Kukabok, you use these French words (for example, atasi en place, tis mary, covilas,
&amp; c.). The language you work in has an impact on how you think and solve problems. To explain this, let's compare how it works in Java script works with it in Korryong. We will consider a simple Korreang event. Here's what it is: AII, functions are automatically cored. Part of The Korryong Know as one programmer, I know this. It affects every bit of code that I write. The way I
think about how to create an event — that is, problem solving and conversation—some levels include Korryong. Here is some Java script code that has more or less the same thing (2): Korreang Java is not enamoured in the script. If I want to use Korriang, I have to follow it. Then I have to use it clearly. And there are a ton of implementations – not to count the possibility that I may
choose to apply myself. Every action comes with its own costs and benefits. Because I don't have local korreang, I want to deal with the decision that I will not. Actually, if I'm trying to do active programming in java scripts, I may need to make many such decisions. Every decision affects my problem, and my code is solved in many ways: decision fatagimoltopla atar (Raada Raath,
Laodash path, Folitoli path, some random NPM module...) more code to manage (more code for reading and understanding) etc. As you can see, even from a small example, there are such important differences that make the hashes and Java scripts the same thing. What I do is minor and natural that I get more involved, verbose, and JavaScript.To stranger in the very first, we
The language can describe its version of The Lae: a good programming language, applicable to the appropriate domain, can increase your problem solving. A bad bad A poor fit-things can make it difficult. Languages and problems solving problems and solving language's impact on communication is solving, it should be no wonder that programming languages are often created to
solve specific issues. A few examples: Ada was written to work with the circuit and real-time system. The finit was designed to write telephone applications. The algorithm of The Algol was designed to clearly describe. The passover was written to students to be able to study organized programming. Modern web applications are written to solve wide types of problems. We should
have a variety of programming languages. We should be able to work with languages that were designed for our problems, which is the way to work with our difficulties, or want to learn something from us. In short: It's just time to break free from Java Script. We can do this novavan although JavaScript is the only language supported by modern browsers, we can work with a wide
range of languages to build web applications today. Thanks to the many, well supported projects work java script supply that are a wealth of available languages. There are also plans that support these languages using such reactions and popular frameworks like The Ue-for example, due responses, full-scrates reactions, cause-dues, And others. For a fairly comprehensive list of
languages that compile JavaScript, see The List of 'Knots' from The Jard. This list includes all .Net languages, with Skala, Roby, Yalam, Azgar, Finit... And on, and on. The number of languages represented on the list is so large that it shows a companion to the Law of The Athode: If a programming language exists, someone will be writing a device to set it up in the Java script.
The road provides a ton of languages that compile javascript, it is not a perfect option. Java Script comes with the talyse known issues: Well-compiled Java scriptcan be difficult. If there are tools to help properly, many are unknowing (although The Presence of Yalim promises enough). Due to the notional differences between languages, some concepts in one language may not
translate well into Javascript. It can affect performance and understanding. Your script can be challenged to improve the toning and performance. Innovation etc always comes with a price. And he freezeth . The costs of stagnation are high. If we are going to grow in development at the front end, then we must achieve greater diversity. Someone needs to lead the way. When there
are enough developers using a given language in the web application space, it will encourage device creators, vendors and the community to support them. Even if we end up with only two or three dominant languages, we'll be rich vokabolaris and atars to work with it. Notesjuan Hackers Afternoon to Your Custom Reading Experience Create your free account to lock. Experience.
Experience.
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